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For most Europeans, the main two months for taking a summer 
holiday are July and August. This is especially true for families 
with children, as this is when most schools close down. While 
August is not yet over, most of Europe’s major holiday 
destination airports have published passenger figures for July.  

This is obviously a better indicator of demand than scheduled 
capacity data as it reflects both load factor and the fact that at 
some airports charter airlines (which do not always provide 
schedule data to companies such as FlightGlobal) play a 
significant role during the peak summer season. 

The ANKER Report has collected July passenger data for over 30 
airports primarily around the Mediterranean, which tend to be 
the most popular destinations for people living in northern 
Europe who typically want to go for a relaxing week or two 
somewhere where there is a high chance of warm weather and 

sunshine. Ironically, this summer many parts of northern 
Europe have seen record temperatures, while some 
destinations around the Mediterranean were so hot that 
tourists were advised to stay indoors.  

Demise of airberlin and Monarch impacts Spanish resorts 

The end of last year saw the collapse of both airberlin/NIKI in 
Germany and Austria, and Monarch Airlines in the UK. Both 
carriers operated a significant proportion of their capacity to 
Spain. For both airlines the Spanish market was more than 
three times bigger than the next biggest international market. 

While other carriers such as Condor, easyJet, Germania, 
Jet2.com, Laudamotion, Thomas Cook Airlines, TUI fly 
Deutschland and TUI Airways have stepped in to replace a lot of 
the lost capacity, the airlines with a strong package tour 
background have also been busy returning to previously 
popular markets such as Tunisia and Turkey, which for various 
reasons have seen demand drop in the last couple of years.  

Turkey sees major traffic boost 

Looking at those airports in our analysis where passenger 
numbers have grown fastest in July 2018, three of the top four 
airports are in Turkey; Bodrum, Antalya and Dalaman have all 
reported traffic growth of at least 15% compared with July 
2017. Another Turkish airport, Gazipasa-Alanya, reported traffic 
growth of 67% from 116,000 passengers to 189,000. In 2017 
this airport handled around 820,000 passengers compared with 
almost 26 million at Antalya.  

The only other major holiday destination that achieved growth 
of over 15% in July is Kefalonia in Greece. Greek holiday 
airports have nearly all done well in July with Kos, Santorini and 
Corfu all reporting double-digit growth. Only Chania, where 
traffic was down 2.4%, failed to register growth among major 
Greek holiday airports, after Ryanair cut capacity significantly. 

Croatia’s holiday airports are also faring well this summer. Split 
traffic is up 5.9% to 696k, Dubrovnik is up 7.4% to 475k, while 
Pula is up 12.5% to 172k. Only Zadar, which is a base for 
Ryanair, has seen a small drop in traffic by 0.5% to 114k. 

Pafos and Varna boost Cyprus and Bulgaria traffic 

Bulgaria’s coastal airports of Bourgas and Varna are on the 
Black Sea rather than the Mediterranean. Germany’s Fraport 
operates a joint venture at both airports and has managed to 
grow off-peak traffic significantly in W17/18. In July, Bourgas 
traffic was up 5.7% to 946k while Varna saw demand increase 
by 10.7% to 491k. Ryanair made Bourgas a base this summer 
but operates just 20 departures per week from the airport 
across 11 destinations.  

In Cyprus, Pafos has seen traffic grow by 10.8% in July to 352k, 
while Larnaka passenger numbers 
have risen by 1.7% to 1.06 million. 

Everyone’s gone on summer holiday; 
but where’s hot and where’s not? 
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Welcome 

With the summer holiday season now 
well under way, this issue of The 
ANKER Report looks at what the latest 
airport statistics for July for over 30 
airports reveal about holiday travel in 
2018. In particular we take a closer 
look at the key Spanish market. 

Plus a look at KLM in Amsterdam, 
Ryanair in Milan Bergamo, European 
growth at the three big Gulf carriers, 
LEVEL’s base in Vienna, Birmingham 
Airport and Russian traffic growth in 
the first half of 2018. 

 Ralph Anker 
ralph@anker-report.com 

http://www.adr.it/web/aeroporti-di-roma-en-/bsn-route-development
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Between 2004 and 2014 KLM has been serving between 
114 and 124 destinations non-stop during the peak 
summer season (May to September) from its home base 
at Amsterdam Airport Schiphol. However, by S17 the 
number of non-stop destinations had jumped by 23 to 
147, which remained the number for S18. 

2017 was KLM’s big year for network growth 

Since 2004, KLM has added at least one new, non-stop 
destination every summer, while also dropping at least 
one. Sometimes a destination swops between a non-
stop and a one-stop service, notably some of the airline’s 
destinations in Africa, the Caribbean and South America. 

While Air France (see issue 21 of The ANKER Report) has 
hugely expanded its Paris CDG network this summer, 
KLM’s biggest growth year was last year, when non-stop 
destinations saw a net growth of 12 from 135 to 147. 
Even here, the number of new, non-stop destinations 
was actually 14, as two destinations, Cairo and Doha, 
were dropped from the airline’s network. 

Boston and Marseille being added in next 12 months 

The table below summarises the network changes 
between 2005 and 2018. The quietest year for the airline 
was 2010 when just one route was dropped (Riga) and 
two were added (Aruba and Hangzhou). While 2017 was 
the busiest year for new routes (14 in all), 2012 and 2016 
both saw 10 new routes added. However, in both of 
those years there were also five destinations that were 
no longer served non-stop, leaving a net gain of only five 
destinations. 

Looking ahead, Marseille service (dropped in September 
2012) is set to resume at the end of October 2018, with 
a 3-daily service replacing Air France on the route. The 
start of the S19 season will also see KLM add Boston to 
its network with the launch of a 3-weekly service. The US 
city was last served by the Dutch carrier in 1994.  

At present, FlightGlobal schedules data for S19 is not 
showing any flights to a number of seasonal destinations 
(including Alicante, Cagliari, Catania, Ibiza, Malaga and 
Split), but this does not mean that they have been 
dropped as airlines are still finalizing their S19 flying 
programmes. It has been confirmed that Tehran service 
will end on 22 September 2018. 

California duo top ASK rankings 

A look at KLM’s biggest routes by weekly ASKs (Available 
Seat Kilometres) shows that three US destinations top 
the rankings. There are five Asian destinations in the top 
15 and six in South America and the Caribbean, leaving 
Cape Town as the only top 15 destination in Africa.  

The leading European destinations using this metric are 
Madrid (44th), Rome FCO (45th) and Barcelona (47th). 
Despite having 70 weekly flights, London LHR ranks just 
80th (just behind St. Maarten!) because the sector 
length is just 372 kilometres.  

KLM network consolidation in 2018 after rapid expansion in 2017; 
top three routes for weekly ASKs this summer are all in US 

KLM’s summer network changes from Amsterdam 2005-2018 

Year Non-stop summer destinations added Non-stop summer destinations dropped 

2005 3 - Khartoum, Manila, Tallinn 7 - Caracas, Casablanca, Forli, Miami, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Thessaloniki, Turin 

2006 5 - Billund, Bordeaux, Chengdu, Entebbe, Hyderabad 3 - Eindhoven, Malabo, Tbilisi 

2007 1 - Lima 4 - Amman, Beirut, Budapest, Damascus 

2008 5 - Dallas/Fort Worth, Detroit, Linkoping, Panama City, Tehran IKA 3 - Lyon, New York EWR, Tehran THR 

2009 2 - Calgary, Liverpool 6 - Aruba, Detroit, Hyderabad, London LCY, Maastricht, Tallinn 

2010 2 - Aruba, Hangzhou 1 - Riga 

2011 5 - Aalborg, Budapest, Kigali, Miami, Xiamen 2 - Entebbe, Tripoli 

2012 10 - Basel, Buenos Aires, Doha, Havana, Luanda, Lusaka, Lyon, Quito, Rio de Janeiro, 
Taipei TPE 

5 - Bonaire, Liverpool, Manila, Miami, Milan MXP 

2013 4 - Alesund, Fukuoka, Harare, Manston 6 - Abuja, Bahrain, Khartoum, Lusaka, Marseille, Tehran IKA 

2014 4 - Bilbao, Florence, Turin, Zagreb 1 - Manston 

2015 7 - Belfast BHD, Bogota, Dar es Salaam, Edmonton, Entebbe, Krakow, Montpellier 1 - Harare 

2016 10 - Alicante, Astana, Bonaire, Dresden, Genoa, Ibiza, Inverness, Salt Lake City,  
Southampton, Valencia 

5 - Cologne Bonn, Dallas/Fort Worth, Dar es Salaam, Entebbe, Fukuoka 

2017 14 - Cagliari, Catania, Dublin, Freetown, Gdansk, Graz, London LCY, Malaga, Miami, 
Milan MXP, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Porto, Split, Tehran IKA 

2 - Cairo, Doha 

2018 4 - Fortaleza, Mumbai, Nantes, Växjö 4 - Almaty, Astana, Bonaire*, Miami** 

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for May-September for 2004-2018.  *Still served via Aruba   **Now operates in winter only 
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Located just two kilometres from Bergamo and around 
45 kilometres north-east of Milan, Orio Al Serio Il 
Caravaggio International Airport (better known as Milan 
Bergamo Airport within the aviation industry) is one of 
three airports serving the major Italian city of Milan. Last 
year it handled 12.3 million passengers while Malpensa 
(22.2 million) and Linate (9.5 million) brought the total  
air passenger count in Milan to 44 million. For 
comparison, Rome’s two airports at Fiumicino and 
Ciampino handled a total of just under 47 million 
passengers in 2017. 

Only one million passengers in 2001 

Between 1999 and 2001 Milan BGY was handling just 
over one million passengers per annum. Then, in 2002, 
Ryanair launched its first flights to the airport from 
Frankfurt HHN (in February) and London STN (in April). 
Since then the carrier has launched 124 additional 
routes, of which 88 are still being served in S18. 

Between 2007 and 2012 Ryanair launched at least 13 
new routes every year from Milan BGY, with the 
exception of 2010 when there were only six new routes. 
So far in 2018 there has been just one genuinely new 
route launched, to Bourgas in Bulgaria. And yet Ryanair 
is serving 88 destinations in August 2018 compared with 
78 in August 2017.  

This is because flights to Frankfurt FRA launched in 
September 2017 followed by Tel Aviv service in late 
October 2017. Vilnius flights, which were temporarily 
suspended last August due to runway works at the 
Lithuanian airport, have also resumed while six 
destinations have seen service resumptions after a 
period of inactivity. These are Crotone (Italy), 
Lappeenranta (Finland), Pafos (Cyprus), Plovdiv 
(Bulgaria), Poznan (Poland) and Tangier (Morocco). No 
routes have been dropped since last summer. 

Milan BGY is #1 Ryanair airport in Continental Europe 

For Ryanair, Milan BGY is now the ULCC’s third biggest 
base after London STN and Dublin, and biggest in 
Continental Europe, ahead of Barcelona, Madrid and 
Brussels CRL. It is also the carrier’s biggest base in Italy 
with more than twice as many seats on offer than from 
its next biggest Italian base at Rome CIA. 

Since December 2015, Ryanair has also been serving 
Milan MXP. This airport now ranks as the airline’s 10th 
busiest in Italy and one of two (along with Naples) which 
has seen capacity growth of around 50% this summer. A 
total of 15 destinations are served by Ryanair from 
Malpensa. 

Ryanair has over 80% of capacity at Bergamo 

According to FlightGlobal schedules data Ryanair 
accounts for around 82% of seat capacity at Milan BGY 
this summer. Its nearest rival, Wizz Air, serves 13 
destinations this summer and accounts for around 8% of 
capacity. Direct competition between the two ULCCs is 
limited to the Bucharest, Gdansk and Timisoara routes, 
although there is also indirect competition to Warsaw. 

Domestic flights account for 29% of Ryanair’s capacity at 
Milan BGY this summer with Spain (18% of seats) the 
dominant international market, twice as big as Germany 
and the UK markets. As a result, seven of the airline’s 

top 15 routes from Bergamo (as measured by ASKs) are 
domestic while four are to Spain. The top two routes are 
to London STN and Dublin, while Porto and Copenhagen 
are the other leading non-Italian, non-Spanish routes. 

Amman and London SEN coming soon 

This winter sees two further route resumptions at the 
end of October; Brno in the Czech Republic (last served 

in S12) and Faro in Portugal (last served in S10) as well as 
a totally new route to Amman in Jordan.  

This will be followed next spring by the addition of 
service to London SEN to complement the airline’s 
existing Stansted service. Gatwick (2010-2011) and Luton 
(2003-2009) have also been served in the past by Ryanair 
from Milan BGY. 

Milan Bergamo is Ryanair’s #1 base in Continental Europe; significant 
network growth this summer thanks to several route resumptions 
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Statistics published by the Russian authorities indicate 
that passenger numbers at the country’s airports in the 
first half of 2018 are up 11.9% to 91.81 million. Domestic 
traffic is up 10.2% to 61.54 million while international 
traffic has risen slightly faster, by 15.7% to 30.27 million. 
This time period (January to June) included the first half 
of the FIFA World Cup which took place across 11 
Russian cities between 14 June and 15 July. 

For comparison, Russia’s airports handled 186.8 million 
passengers last year, an increase of 17% compared with 
2016. Domestic traffic was up 10.8% while international 
demand grew by 32.1%.  

Moscow airports have almost 50% share of all traffic 

The three main airports serving the Russian capital 
welcomed 43.4 million passengers in the first half of 
2018, accounting for around 47% of all air passenger 
traffic in the country. Thanks to Aeroflot (at Moscow 
SVO) and its in-house LCC Pobeda (at Moscow VKO), two 
of the main Moscow airports reported above average 
growth.  

Among the top 15 airports only Moscow DME (down 
1.6%) and Mineralnye Vody (+8.9%) did not record 
double-digit growth in the first half of 2018.  The fastest-
growing airport was Kazan (+31.1%) which just edged 
out Ufa (+30.5%). 

Aeroflot is biggest carrier, Pobeda fastest growing 

Analysis of the leading airlines this summer on 
international routes from Russia’s European airports to 
other destinations in Europe shows, not surprisingly, 
that Aeroflot is by far the dominant carrier. The SkyTeam 
member accounts for well over four times as many seats 
as its nearest rival, oneworld member S7 Airlines. Ural 
Airlines rounds out the top three airlines, all of which are 
based in Russia.  

However, the fastest growing Russian airline on 
international routes to Europe is Pobeda. The Moscow 
VKO-based LCC has launched new routes from the 
Russian capital to Antalya, Berlin TXL, Bordeaux, Leipzig 
and Venice TSF, as well as new routes from St. 
Petersburg to Cologne Bonn, Girona and Pisa. 

The leading non-Russian airlines are Turkey’s 
AtlasGlobal, Belarus’s national airline Belavia, Lufthansa 
and Turkish Airlines. AtlasGlobal has grown its seat 
capacity by 70% in the Russian market thanks primarily 
to launching new scheduled routes from Antalya and 
Dalaman to various Russian airports. 

Greek carrier Ellinair has increased capacity by 26% as a 
result of launching a new 11-weekly service between 
Heraklion and Moscow SVO and increasing frequency on 
its existing Thessaloniki to Moscow SVO route. airBaltic’s 
25% growth in seats is a combination of two new routes 
from Riga to Kaliningrad and Sochi/Adler, as well as 
increased frequencies on existing routes to Moscow SVO 
and St. Petersburg. 

Turkey passes Germany, Italy growing fast 

Analysis of the leading international country markets 
from Russia’s European airports reveals that Turkey has 
overtaken Germany to become the leading international 
market. Of the top 15 country markets, six are outside of 
Europe (shown in red) using FlightGlobal’s geographic 
region definitions. China is by far the leading non-
European market followed by Kazakhstan, Armenia and 
Uzbekistan which are all very similar in market size. 

The Italian market has seen impressive 45% growth 
when comparing 2018 Q3 with 2017 Q3. Aeroflot has 
launched flights to Naples and Verona, S7 Airlines now 
connects Moscow DME with Bari, Cagliari, Olbia, Rome 
FCO and Verona while Utair now links Moscow VKO with 
Milan MXP. Add in the previously mentioned new Italian 
routes started by Pobeda and it is clear to see why the 
Italian market is seeing such a big increase in capacity. 

UAE market growth driven by flydubai 

The 35% capacity growth to the United Arab Emirates is 
down to a mix of Aeroflot increasing frequency on its 
Dubai DXB route, Air Arabia launching new routes from 
Sharjah to Grozny (on 20 April) and Moscow SVO (on 1 
February) and primarily flydubai introducing and/or 
resuming service to Makhachkala, Moscow SVO, Rostov-
on-Don, Samara and Ufa. 

Airport traffic in Russia up almost 12% in first half of 2018; Pobeda  
expanding rapidly internationally; Italy and UAE markets growing fast 
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Croatia: The country’s airports saw passenger numbers 
grow by over 7% in July. In summer, the coastal airports 
of Split and Dubrovnik are both busier than the airport 
serving the capital, Zagreb. Although Croatia Airlines 
remains the country’s busiest, the fastest-growing 
airlines were easyJet, Lufthansa, Norwegian and SAS. 

Sweden: July saw passenger numbers grow by just 1% 
across Sweden’s major airports. While SAS and 
Norwegian both grew seat capacity by around 5%, local 
carrier NextJet ceased operations in mid-May creating 
gaps in a number of markets. 
UK: Demand was up just under 4% in June across all UK 

airports. Among the top 12 airports only London STN 
reported double-digit growth (+11.5%), while Birming-
ham (see page 6) was the only airport to report a drop in 
passenger numbers. Among airlines, Jet2.com and 
Norwegian were the fastest growing while Flybe and Aer 
Lingus registered a drop in UK capacity.`` 
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Having passed the 10 million passenger milestone for the 
first time in 2015, Birmingham Airport in the UK 
recorded impressive double-digit growth in both 2016 
and 2017, resulting in almost 13 million passengers using 
the airport in 2017, over 30% more than in 2014. 
Between 1994 and 2003 demand at the airport had 
virtually doubled from under five million passengers to 
just under nine million. However, the following decade 
saw passenger numbers fluctuate between 8.6 million 
and 9.6 million. Significant growth arrived in 2014 
(+6.4%) and 2015 (+5.1%) before the impressive surge in 
the last two years. 

Monarch collapse and other ‘lost’ airlines  

Last October saw the collapse of Monarch Airlines, which 
in S17 was the airport’s third biggest airline accounting 
for around 13% of seat capacity. The UK leisure airline 
served 30 destinations from Birmingham in S17 with 
around 140 weekly departures. Its most popular routes 
were to Malaga, Palma de Mallorca, Alicante and Faro. 
As a result, year-on-year passenger numbers have been 
in decline at Birmingham since then, with demand down 
just over 5% in the first half of 2018. 

However, Monarch Airlines is not the only airline that 
served Birmingham in 2017 but is no longer serving the 
airport in August 2018. Seven other carriers have also 
ceased operations to and from Birmingham during the 
last year; Aegean Airlines (from Athens), Air Transat 
(from Toronto), bmi regional (from Gothenburg, Graz 
and Nuremberg), Cobalt (from Larnaka), Icelandair (from 
Reykjavik KEF), Norwegian (from Barcelona, Malaga and 
Tenerife TFS) and United Airlines (from New York EWR). 

Frustratingly for the airport, two of its new airlines for 
2018 (Primera Air and VLM) are also both ceasing all 
Birmingham services before the end of the year. Primera 
Air is currently serving Chania, Malaga and Palma de 
Mallorca, having briefly also served New York EWR and 
Toronto. VLM returned to Birmingham earlier this year 
with a route to Antwerp, but the airline recently 
suspended the majority of its scheduled services. 

No carrier has more than 20% of capacity 

Possibly uniquely among Europe’s Top 100 airports 
(Birmingham ranks just outside the Top 40), no airline 
accounts for more than 20% of seat capacity. This has 
been the case for at least the last decade. This summer 
Flybe and Ryanair both have around 17% of seat 
capacity, followed by TUI Airways and Jet2.com with 
around 12% each. The latter only started serving 
Birmingham in S17, but this summer is serving 33 
destinations from the airport and has more than doubled 
its capacity since last summer. 

Flybe’s top three routes are all domestic, to Belfast BHD, 
Edinburgh and Glasgow. The regional carrier also serves 
major European cities such as Amsterdam, Berlin, 
Düsseldorf, Milan and Paris, as well as several regional 
airports in France. In total Flybe serves 27 destinations 
from Birmingham this summer, including a number of 
other UK and Channel Island destinations such as 
Aberdeen, Guernsey, Isle of Man, Jersey and Newquay. 
However, since S17 it has dropped service to Limoges, 
Luxembourg, Rennes and Toulouse. 

Ryanair base since 2008 

Birmingham has been a designated base for Ryanair for a 
decade and the ULCC has served over 50 destinations at 
one time or other. This summer its route network from 
the airport comprises 29 destinations, which is the same 
as in S17. The airline’s last new route from the airport 
was to Chania, which launched in March 2017.  

This summer Ryanair is operating most flights on routes 
to Dublin, Alicante, Malaga, Barcelona, Palma de 
Mallorca and Faro. Apart from a wide range of summer 
sun destinations the ULCC’s network from Birmingham 
also includes several Polish destinations (Bydgoszcz,  
Gdansk, Katowice, Krakow and Warsaw WMI) as well as 
Bratislava, Perpignan, Sofia and Vilnius. Routes 
previously served include Bologna, Budapest, Frankfurt 
HHN, Kaunas, Marseille, Milan BGY, Oslo TRF, Shannon, 
Stockholm NYO, Trapani and Weeze. 

Emirates and Qatar Airways compete for global traffic 

In terms of long-haul flights, Emirates (2-daily) and Qatar 
Airways (daily) both serve Birmingham and Air India has 

Birmingham ‘loses’ ten airlines in a year after recording double-digit 
passenger growth in 2016 and 2017; Flybe & Ryanair are top airlines 
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non-stop service to Amritsar (new in 2018) and Delhi. 
PIA serves Islamabad and Turkmenistan Airlines offers 
direct flights to Ashgabat. TUI Airways flies to various 
destinations in the Caribbean and Egypt as well as 
Orlando SFB in the US. This route to Florida is currently 
the airport’s only scheduled service to the US or Canada. 
Apart from the United Airlines service to Newark (which 
ended in October 2017 having previously been operated 
by Continental Airlines), American Airlines also served 
New York JFK between May 2015 and January 2017. US 
Airways also served Philadelphia with non-stop service 
between May and September 2009. 

Jet2.com growing again in S19 

Looking ahead, Air Arabia Maroc (a new carrier for the 
airport) is planning to start flights from Agadir in late 
October, Wizz Air is introducing a 2-weekly service to 
Cluj-Napoca from mid-December, while Jet2.com is 
planning seven new routes in S19. These are to 
Bergerac, Bourgas, Chania, Izmir, Kefalonia, Pula and 
Verona. In addition the airline is resuming service to 
Prague in early October with a 2-weekly service. This will 
bring its network from Birmingham to over 40 routes. 

British Airways returned in 2017 after 10-year hiatus 

Back in 2002, British Airways was the leading airline in 
Birmingham accounting for around 40% of scheduled 
seat capacity. It operated a mix of domestic and 
international routes, many operated on its behalf by 
Maersk Air Ltd, which had a franchise agreement with 
the UK flag-carrier. After the decision by Maersk Air Ltd 
to drop its franchise agreement with British Airways, the 
UK flag-carrier saw its share of Birmingham traffic drop 
to around 20% in 2004-2006. At the end of March 2007 
British Airways terminated nearly all of its remaining 
routes leaving just a service to Billund operated by its 
Danish partner SUN-AIR. By the end of September 2007 
this service had also been suspended. 

It would be another 10 years before the BA brand 
returned to Birmingham. In May 2017 the carrier began 
seasonal, weekend-only flights to Florence, Ibiza, Malaga 
and Palma de Mallorca using Embraer jets operated by 
BA CityFlyer from its London LCY base. With the 
exception of Ibiza, these services are also available this 
summer.  

Many European flag-carriers present 

Apart from British Airways, many of Europe’s other flag-
carriers are also present in Birmingham. Among Europe’s 

biggest hubs, Air France serves Paris CDG, KLM serves 
Amsterdam, Lufthansa serves both Frankfurt FRA and 
Munich while Turkish Airlines connects with Istanbul IST. 
In addition, Aer Lingus serves DUB (and offers many 
connecting services to the US), Brussels Airlines serves 
Brussels BRU, Iberia Express has replaced Iberia in 
offering flights to Madrid, SAS offers service to 
Copenhagen, while Zurich is served by SWISS.  

Air Malta and Czech Airlines are also notable carriers in 
Birmingham. Major European flag-carriers not currently 
present include Alitalia, Austrian Airlines, LOT Polish 
Airlines and TAP Portugal.  

Most major Euro LCCs serving Birmingham 

Apart from Ryanair and Jet2.com, several other (U)LCCs 
are also present in Birmingham. easyJet serves just two 
routes from Birmingham (Belfast BFS and Geneva) while 
Wizz Air currently offers five routes (Bucharest, 
Budapest, Poznan, Warsaw WAW and Wroclaw) having 
dropped Sofia. 

Lufthansa’s in-house LCC Eurowings offers flights to 
Düsseldorf and Vienna, while Romania’s Blue Air has 
connections to Bucharest and Larnaka. Vueling still 
serves Barcelona but has dropped routes to Alicante, 
Malaga, Paris ORY and Tenerife TFS, all of which it 
served in S17. 

http://www.connect-aviation.com/
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For Europeans wanting to explore a growing range of 
long-haul destinations, choosing one of the Gulf Big 3 
carriers (Emirates, Etihad Airways and Qatar Airways) 
has become increasingly popular during the last 15 
years. Analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for these 
three airlines shows that, combined, their seat capacity 
on European routes has grown by more than 10% every 
year since 2004, with the exception of 2017 when 
growth was just 5%. Growth in 2018 is set to be 12% 
driven by Qatar Airways’s European growth of 26% 
compared with more modest growth of 8% at Etihad 
Airways and 5% at Emirates. 

Emirates still bigger than Qatar and Etihad combined 

Since 2004, Emirates’s share of this combined market 
has fallen from 77% to 53% in 2018. Etihad Airways’s 
share trebled from just 4% in 2004 to 12% in 2006. After 
reaching 14% in 2008 it has stayed at around this level 
for the following decade. 

For much of the last decade Emirates’s share has been 
just over 60% and Qatar Airways’s has been just below 
25%. However, since 2014 Emirates has seen its share 
fall from 61% to 53%, while the Doha-based carrier has 
grown its share from 24% to 33%. In 2018 alone it has 
increased its share by four percentage points. 

Overall, Emirates is still bigger in terms of overall seat 
capacity than Qatar Airways and Etihad Airways 
combined, though 2019 may be the first year when this 
is not the case. Emirates only operates widebody aircraft 
at present, while both its rivals use a mix of widebody 
and narrowbody aircraft on their European routes. 

Qatar Airways now serves most European destinations 

For most of the last 15 years Emirates operated non-stop 
flights from more European airports to its Dubai hub 
than Qatar Airways did to its Doha hub. After serving 
nine more destinations than Qatar Airways in 2014, the 
gap narrowed to seven in 2015 and then just three in 
2016. Finally, in 2017, Qatar Airways overtook Emirates 
for airports served in Europe with non-stop flights. The 
gap has grown significantly wider in 2018 thanks to the 
addition of nine new routes to Thessaloniki (March); 
Hatay (April); Cardiff, London LGW and Mykonos (May); 
Antalya, Bodrum and Malaga (June), and Gothenburg 
which is set to launch on 12 December. 

Back in 2009, Etihad Airways with 14 European airports 
was not far behind Qatar Airways (17) and Emirates (21).  
However, after reaching a peak of 23 non-stop 
destinations in 2016, this year it serves just 21 European 
airports. The carrier dropped Larnaka at the end of S16, 
followed by Istanbul SAW in early 2017 and Venice VCE 
at the end of S17. However, it will be launching service 
to Barcelona later this year on 21 November.  

Emirates starts two new UK routes in 2018 

Since 2014, when Emirates added Brussels BRU, 
Budapest, Kiev KBP and Oslo the Dubai-based carrier has 
seen its European network grow on average by just one 
new European destinations per year, from 37 to 41. 
Bologna and Istanbul SAW were added in 2015 while 
Kiev KBP was dropped, while 2016 saw the addition of 
new non-stop service from Malta, which had previously 
had service via Larnaka. In 2017 The Croatian capital of 
Zagreb was added but Istanbul SAW was dropped while 
this year has seen Malta revert back to operating via 
Larnaka, the resumption of Istanbul SAW flights and the 
addition of two further UK airports, Edinburgh and 
London STN. 

London Heathrow is biggest market 

Combining capacity of all three carriers reveals that out 
of the top 15 European airports, three are in the UK 
(shown in green), two each are in Germany (yellow), 
Italy (red) and Spain (orange) with London LHR attracting 
almost twice as many annual seats from these carriers as 
Paris CDG. Among the top 15 airports London LGW and 
Moscow DME are the fastest-growing, with capacity 
growth of 20% or more. 

A total of 61 European airports will have direct flights to 
one or more of these Middle Eastern hubs in 2018, 
compared with 52 in 2017. London STN and Cardiff are 
the new airports with the most capacity in 2018, while 
Rome FCO, Prague and Brussels BRU are the top three 
airports for the biggest volume increase in seat capacity. 

Emirates still offers more seats to Europe than Qatar Airways and  
Etihad Airways combined, though Qatar now serves more airports 
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Launched routes 

Alitalia has started operating a short season of flights 
between Rome FCO and Corfu. The 2-weekly service 
(Tuesdays and Sundays) will operate just seven times 
between 7 August and 26 August using the Italian flag-
carrier’s A319s. Competition on the 690-kilometre route 
is provided by Blue Panorama and Ryanair who both 
operate the route 2-weekly as well. Ryanair also flies 3-
weekly between Rome CIA and Corfu. Alitalia already 
serves Corfu from Milan LIN with a 4-weekly service 
using a mix of E-175s and A319s. This route has been 
operating since S15. With six flights per week to Corfu 
from Italian airports Alitalia is now tied for third place 
with Volotea, but well behind Ryanair (16 weekly flights) 
and easyJet (13 weekly flights). However, in terms of 
weekly flights between Italy and all Greek airports, 
Volotea leads the way in August with 124, followed by 
Ryanair (86), easyJet (78), Aegean Airlines (73) and 
Alitalia (69).  

easyJet added two more routes to its rapidly expanding 
Berlin TXL base when it began service to Belgrade on 10 
August and Gothenburg on 5 August. The Serbian capital 
will initially be served 3-weekly, increasing to 4-weekly in 
September. The 1,000-kilometre route is already served 
daily by Air Serbia. easyJet already serves Belgrade from 
Basel (since 31 July this year) and Geneva (since January 
2014). It has also served the airport from Milan MXP 
(April 2013 to February 2015) and Rome FCO (in S14). 
easyJet’s new service to Gothenburg marks a return to 
the Swedish airport after an absence of almost seven 
years. Previously it had offered service from London 
LGW (September 2010 to January 2012), Berlin SXF 

(November 2010 to June 2011) and Manchester 
(December 2010 to January 2012). The new 570-
kilometre service from Berlin TXL will operate daily and 
faces no direct competition. Last summer the route was 
operated 4-daily by airberlin before the carrier’s 
collapse. These two new routes bring easyJet’s Tegel 
network to 49 routes. It also serves 48 destinations from 
Berlin SXF. Across the two Berlin airports it now has 
around 30% of scheduled seat capacity, well ahead of 
Ryanair (13%), Eurowings (9%) and Lufthansa (9%). 

LEVEL added eight more routes from its new Vienna 
base between 7 August and 13 August. The new routes 
are to Alicante (2-weekly competing with Eurowings), 
Bilbao (3-weekly competing with Volotea), Dubrovnik (4
-weekly competing with Austrian Airlines), Ibiza (3-
weekly competing with Austrian Airlines, Eurowings and 
Laudamotion), Larnaka (3-weekly competing with 
Austrian Airlines and Eurowings), Milan MXP (13-weekly 
competing with Austrian Airlines and easyJet), Paris 
CDG (13-weekly competing with Air France, Austrian 
Airlines and Vueling) and Valencia (2-weekly competing 
with Wizz Air (4-weekly). This brings to 14 the number of 
destinations served by LEVEL from Vienna. For a look at 
the airline’s four aircraft rotation plan see page 10. In 
terms of weekly seat capacity in August, LEVEL is already 
Vienna’s third biggest airline with 4.6% of seats, well 
behind Austrian Airlines (48.5%) and Eurowings (8.8%), 
but ahead of easyJet (4.3%), Wizz Air (1.8%) and 
Laudamotion (1.5%).  
Primera Air has launched its third US route from London 
STN. On 22 August the carrier began 4-weekly 
(sometimes 5-weekly) service to Washington IAD using 

an A321, complementing its existing services to New 
York EWR (launched on 19 April) and Boston (launched 
on 18 May). The US capital is already served from 
London LHR by British Airways (2-daily), United Airlines 
(3-daily) and Virgin Atlantic (daily). United Airlines also 
offers a daily, seasonal service from Edinburgh, a route it 
launched in May of this year. This replaced the daily, 
seasonal service to Manchester that it operated in S16. 
In 2017 over 845,000 passengers flew between London 
and Washington, down from 850,000 in 2016. 

Widerøe recently began three new international routes 
from Bergen using its new Embraer E190-E2s. On 10 
August it began 2-weekly service to Liverpool, followed 
on 13 August by 3-weekly service to Munich, and on 14 
August by 3-weekly service to Hamburg. Only Hamburg 
is already served by another carrier, SAS with 3-weekly 
flights. Widerøe serves two other international 
destinations from Bergen; Aberdeen (11-weekly) and 
Gothenburg (2-weekly).  

Widerøe also launched another new international route 
on 13 August between Kristiansand and London STN. 
This route will be served 4-weekly using the airline’s 
Q400 fleet. Norwegian previously operated this route 
between November 2006 and October 2007 while 
FlyNonstop connected Kristiansand and London LCY 
from April 2013 to November 2013 using an Embraer 
E190. FlyNonstop was the brainchild of ice-cream 
magnate Espen Hennig-Olsen, but sadly the airline 
ceased operations in October 2013. 

Latest European route news 

http://www.flightglobal.com/srsanalyser
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LEVEL’s four aircraft base in Vienna analysed; 84 return flights  
scheduled per week for rest of S18; flights to Ibiza depart at 04:30 
As of mid-August LEVEL is now operating four former 
airberlin A321 aircraft (OE-LCF, OE-LCN, OE-LCP, OE-LCR) 
from its Vienna base. The airline’s IATA code for these 
services is VK. A total of 84 weekly return flights are being 
operated, spread across 14 international destinations: 

• Alicante (ALC, 2-weekly) 

• Barcelona (BCN, daily) 

• Bilbao (BIO, 3-weekly) 

• Dubrovnik (DBV, 4-weekly) 

• Ibiza (IBZ, 3-weekly) 

• Larnaka (LCA, 3-weekly) 

• London Gatwick (LGW, 2-daily) 

• Malaga (AGP, 3-weekly) 

• Milan Malpensa (MXP, 13-weekly) 

• Olbia (OLB, 3-weekly) 

• Palma de Mallorca (PMI, daily) 

• Paris CDG (CDG, 13-weekly) 

• Valencia (VLC, 2-weekly) 

• Venice Marco Polo (VCE, daily) 

The ANKER Report has used schedule data to work out the 
likely aircraft rotation plans for the four active aircraft. 
With only a couple of exceptions, each aircraft appears to 
operate three rotations every day of the week. 

The earliest departures are at 04:30 on Tuesdays, 
Thursdays and Saturdays to Ibiza, while several flights 
return to Vienna after 23:00. There is only one night-flight, 
to Larnaka in Cyprus on Tuesdays. This flight departs 
Vienna at 22:40 with the return flight arriving back in the 
Austrian capital at 05:45. 

The challenge for the airline will be to operate this fairly 
tight schedule without delays. Anyone who wants to follow 
the action can use the aircraft registration option from the 
Data/History tab at www.flightradar24.com to see how 
well LEVEL is performing. 

UK traffic down 9% to Spanish holiday airports 

A closer look at the Aena statistics for the nine Spanish 
airports analysed allows us to break down traffic by 
country. At the majority of these airports the UK, 
Germany and Spain are the leading country markets. In 
Alicante, Lanzarote, Malaga and Tenerife TFS the UK is 
the leading country market, while in Palma de Mallorca 
German traffic demand is the highest. In July, demand at 
Fuerteventura, Gran Canaria, Ibiza and Menorca is 
highest from other Spanish airports.  

Traffic on routes to and from the UK (shown in blue) is 
down between 6.4% and 14.0% on all nine of the 
Spanish destinations analysed. In total UK traffic is down 
9% when aggregated across all these routes. From 
German airports (shown in red) traffic is down on five 
routes, but up on four, including the key route to Palma 
de Mallorca. With Palma de Mallorca accounting for 
almost 61% of German traffic across these nine 
destinations, overall traffic on German routes is up 4%. 

Traffic on domestic rotes to these nine Spanish airports 
is up at least 5% on eight of them, the exception being 
Tenerife TFS, where local traffic was down just 0.5%. 
Overall domestic traffic to these nine airports was up 
9.5%.   

Monarch collapse main reason for UK decline 

Analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data confirms that 
that the demise of Monarch Airlines accounts for the 
majority of the 11% capacity drop from UK airports to 
these nine Spanish airports in July. However, while 
British Airways, easyJet, Jet2.com and Primera Air 
increased capacity in these markets, several other 
airlines cut capacity, including Norwegian, Ryanair, 
Thomas Cook Airlines, TUI Airways and Vueling.  

In the case of TUI Airways and in particular Thomas Cook 
Airlines, some of this lost capacity was redirected back 
to the Turkish market.  

Tunisia back on the holiday map in UK and Germany 

Another formerly significant market to see a major 
upswing in demand this summer is Tunisia. Combined 
passenger figures for Monastir and Enfidha in July show 
that passenger demand was up 58.3% compared with 
last July. Several airlines returned to these airports in 
S18 notably Thomas Cook Airlines and TUI Airways from 
the UK as well as Condor and TUI fly Deutschland from 
Germany. 


